
To start or manage an email subscription to the Type 2 Diabetes Knowledge Portal (T2DKP) newsletter, please contact us at 
help@type2diabetesgenetics.org.

New datasets
• Multiple new datasets expand the phenotypic range and sample size of T2DKP results
New features
• Calculated credible sets
• UK Biobank PheWAS
• Forest plots of variant associations
• Genetic risk score module

Other T2DKP news
• Upcoming Knowledge Portal webinar
• New Sleep Disorder Knowledge Portal launched
• Knowledge Portal citations are accumulating

Which new datasets or phenotypes would you find useful in the T2DKP? Please send us your 
suggestions.

During the past 6 months we’ve added many new datasets that bring huge sample sizes to the 
T2DKP (e.g., DIAMANTE (European) T2D GWAS with nearly 900,000 samples!) and a wide variety of 
new phenotypes, such as renal complications of T2D. Recent additions include:
Glycemic phenotypes
• DIAMANTE (European) T2D GWAS (including credible sets and UK Biobank subset)
• AAGILE GWAS (Liu et al., 2016) 
• GoDarts GWAS
• Hoorn Diabetes Care System
• ADIPOGen GWAS (Dastani et al., 2012)
• Leptin GWAS (Kilpeläinen et al., 2016)
• MAGIC HbA1c GWAS (Wheeler et al., 2017)
• summary statistics from the SIGMA T2D consortium now available for download via the T2DKP 

Renal phenotypes
• SUMMIT Diabetic Kidney Disease GWAS (Sandholm et al., 2017; van Zuydam et al., 2018)
• JDRF Diabetic Nephropathy Collaborative Research Initiative GWAS (Salem et al., submitted)

Lipid and Metabolite phenotypes
• CHARGE Fatty Acid GWAS (Wu et al., 2013; Guan et al. 2014)
• Global Urate Genetics Consortium GWAS (Köttgen et al., 2013)
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Datasets highlighted in blue were released on the T2DKP coincident with publication or pre-release of 
the accompanying paper. Interested in displaying your upcoming results on the T2DKP? Contact us; 
we’re happy to work with you ahead of time to prepare a coordinated release.

Calculated credible sets
The T2D phenotype is the only one in the T2DKP for which researchers have constructed 

credible sets. To help fill this gap for other phenotypes, we incorporated a LocusZoom module, 
developed by our colleagues at the University of Michigan, that automatically calculates posterior 
probabilities from p-values for any phenotype. These probabilities, accessible from the “Calculated 
credible sets” tab of Gene pages, can suggest which variants in a region might merit further 
investigation.
UK Biobank PheWAS

The PheWAS graphic on Variant pages now includes the option to view associations across 
multiple phenotypes from UK Biobank, the results of an analysis performed by our AMP T2D colleagues 
at the University of Michigan.
Forest plots

We recently added yet another LocusZoom module to the “Associations at a glance” section of 
Variant pages: a forest plot of associations for a variant across all phenotypes in the T2DKP. The forest 
plot displays not only phenotype and p-value, but also effect size and direction of effect.
Genetic risk scores

A prototype version of a genetic risk score (GRS) tool that uses individual-level data to compute 
a GRS for different phenotypes is now available in the T2DKP. This module starts with a set of 243 
variants associated with T2D at genome-wide significance or better, as determined by Mahajan et al. in 
their DIAMANTE (European) study, allows users to select a phenotype and dataset and to filter 
samples, and computes the p-value for association of the variant set with the selected phenotype, 
potentially revealing genetic relationships between phenotypes. 

Upcoming Knowledge Portal webinar 
Save the date: on Thursday, March 21, at 12 noon EDT, we’ll be giving an hour-long workshop for users 
of the Knowledge Portals. Join us in person at the Broad Institute, or online! More details to follow.
New Sleep Disorder Knowledge Portal launched

Building on the Knowledge Portal framework developed for the T2DKP, we have recently 
collaborated with researchers from the sleep disorder genetics community to create the Sleep Disorder 
Knowledge Portal. Check it out!
Knowledge Portal citations are accumulating

To date, at least 57 publications have cited the T2DKP or other Knowledge Portals. If you use 
one of the Portals in your research, please be sure to cite it! Citation instructions may be found on the 
home page of each KP.
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